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20i https://www.20i.com/us Sales Dept:  866-463-5007 Lightning fast websites: Independent tests show that 
hosting services from 20i load up to 48 times faster 
than those hosted elsewhere. Test us out!

More power than cPanel: The My20i control panel 
offers your website the resources of an entire hosting 
platform, not just one server. If traffic spikes, your 
sites remain fast.

Constant innovation: Development is all in-house, so 
we can create unique products, like our free CDN and 
Website Acceleration Suite. Ongoing improvements 
means that you always have access to the latest tech.

Hosting experts: 20i’s Support Team are hosting 
enthusiasts with rave reviews. Get 24x7x365 help
from real people who love what they do, not 
canned responses.

Green Hosting: All our hosting is powered 100% by 
renewable energy - that means your websites and 
apps are too.

34sp.com https://www.34sp.com/ Email: sales@34sp.com
Telephone: 0161 987 3434

OPEN, HONEST & TRANSPARENT
We have no hidden fees, no minimum contracts and all 
our prices include VAT.

COMMITMENT TO SERVICE
We're committed to giving the best possible services 
to all our customers, large or small.

UK BASED SUPPORT
We're dedicated to providing the very best technical 
support in the UK.

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Not satisfied with our hosting? You can get a refund 
with our money back guarantee.

FAST, SECURE & RELIABLE
Our hosting plans are built for the best possible 
performance & security.

A2  Direct: +1 734-222-4678https://www.a2hosting.com/ Up To 20x Faster Turbo
That means better SEO rankings, lower bounce rates & 
higher conversion rates!

Guru Crew Support
Our knowledgeable and friendly support team is 
available 24/7/365 to help!

Free Account Migration & Free Website Migration
Already have a Website? Let us do the hard work for 
you and transfer it for free! Ask us how!

Money-Back Guarantee
Give our high-speed hosting service a try completely 
risk-free!

99.9% Uptime Commitment
A2 Hosting is the host you can depend on with 
ultra-reliable servers!

Here are a list of amazing WordPress Hosts,
However our favorite is WP Enginehttps://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=715456&u=961333&m=41388&urllink=&afftrack=
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accu www.accuwebhosting.com Email billing@accuwebhosting.com
Phone Support +(877) 767 4678 

Web Hosting
Blazingly Fast and Hassle Free. No Overselling 
PERIOD! 

WordPress Hosting
Highly Secured, Fully Managed and Truly Powered by 
Pure SSD

VPS Hosting
Lightning Quick, Scalable, and Highly Secured
VPS Hosting

Forex VPS Hosting
Low latency, Uninterrupted, 24x7 Forex Trading Offer 
Cheap Web Hosting with so many premium features 
you would require. Host your site for high-perfomance, 
reliability, and advanced security features at a super 
low price. Web Hosting with Monthly billing Renewable 
at the same price LiteSpeed Webserver LSCache 
Plugin cPanel control panel CloudLinux OS

30 Days Money-back Guarantee
24 x 7 Guaranteed Technical Support by Team

bluehost https://www.bluehost.com/ Call 888-401-4678 or Chat Now. Free Domain
Free SSL
Free CDN
Money-Back Guarantee

D.I.Y. with 24/7 Support
Every Bluehost account comes with free 24/7 support
and access to our how-to guide books.

Expert 1:1 Building Guidance
Add WP Live support for hands-on WordPress website 
guidance every step of the way.

We Build It For You
Our design team can create your entire website for 
you. It's the easiest way to go from dream to done.

cloudways www.cloudways.com Chat:
https://www.cloudways.com/en/
contact_us.php?ref_id=web_footer

3-day trial without credit card
#1 SMB Hosting Provider on G2
73 Industry-leading NPS
570k+ Supercharged Websites
24/7 Real-time Expert Support

Simplicity That Saves Time
Staging environment, managing backups, vertical 
scaling, or installing free SSL; every operation is a few 
clicks away, allowing you to get more work done in 
less time.

Performance Without Bounds
A fully optimized stack with built-in advanced cache 
and Cloudflare (CDN), ensures peak website 
performance, resulting in faster growth and less 
frustration.

Flexibility That Adapts
Choice of 5 cloud providers (DigitalOcean, Linode, 
AWS, etc.) to unlimited websites (WordPress, PHP, 
etc.) on any plan gives you freedom and control over 
your vision.
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Contabo sales@contabo.comhttps://contabo.com/en Support from an actual person
Global Availability - 7 Regions, 12 Locations
99.996% Uptime over the last 12 months
German Quality Since 2003

Deploy Your Perfect Image. Instantly. Anywhere
With Custom Images you can instantly deploy your .iso 
or .qcow2 images and spin up cloud VPS and VDS 
compute instances via web interface or API.

API to Automate Cloud Provisioning & Management
Get full programmatic access to your cloud resources 
with the Contabo API. Integrate with your your own 
scripts and DevOps tools to create seamless & efficient 
workflows.

Manage Your Servers Directly From the Command Line
Use any of the Contabo API features from your 
terminal. The Contabo CLI has an easy to use natural 
syntax and is available on Windows, Linux and MacOS.

Secure with SSH Keys Customize with cloud-init Scripts
Customize and secure your deployments with cloud-init 
scripts and SSH keys via the API or web interface.

Convesio Sales Dept:
Call or text: (844) 966-2995

https://convesio.com/ True auto scaling - Convesio is instantly scalable, 
automatically scaling up when your WordPress site 
needs more resources during high traffic periods, then 
down again when you don't.

Resilient by design - Components of the stack are 
hosted in different containers. If one fails, it is 
redeployed instantly – providing both advanced 
security and high performance, even when you get 
more web traffic than normal.

It's very fast - Docker containers are very efficient and 
our stack has been designed to minimize hosting web 
server resource bottlenecks, improving site speed and 
ensuring high scalability.

SysAdmin-free - Our dashboard is very easy to use. 
You don't have to be technically minded to set up auto 
scaling on your WordPress site.

Pay-For-What-You-Use - No need to plan for peak 
usage and buy the most expensive option. With our 
managed WordPress plans, you only pay for the 
resources that you use during high traffic events, such 
as a traffic spike

easywp Contact Through NameCheap: 
Namecheap Livechat support

www.easywp.com 1x WordPress website
WordPress installed and ready to go
Powered by Namecheap Cloud
Easy Backups and Updates
Supports for any domain
Fastest out of all WordPress Hosts
24/7 Namecheap Supportv

Free SSL with select plans   
Manage all your WordPress sites in one place. 
Connect your domain, create backups and get access 
to your files with SFTP. No need to create new 
accounts or recall different passwords when you want 
to start a new website. You can have them all on 
EasyWP.
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flywheel Log into Flywheel dashboard
to instantly chat with
an expert

https://getflywheel.com/ Client management & reports 
Easily manage your clients & show value

Billing & invoicing
Get paid on time with automated invoices

Personalized dashboard
Create predictable revenue with insights

Website management
Easily manage 1 or 100s of sites

Managed plugin updates
Automate WordPress plugin updates
Premium managed WordPress hosting that allows you 
to easily build, launch, and manage all of your websites 
with workflow tools

gate sales@gate.com
Prefer to call? Give us a call
at 866-233-0602.

https://gate.com/ Lightning Fast Reliability
Give your website a speed boost. Integrated Speed Kit 
technology fuels your mission critical WordPress site 
to blazing fast speeds. 100% uptime.

Fully Managed WordPress
Friendly WordPress experts available 24/7 to ensure 
your website is secure and always up to date. Laser 
focused on helping you and your clients succeed.

Website Security
We prevent threats before they happen. Give yourself 
and customers the peace of mind that comes with 
Gate.com’s robust WordPress security platform.

godaddy Call Us 1-480-366-3550
Hours: 24/7

www.godaddy.com GoDaddy offers more than just a platform to build your 
website, they offer everything you need to create an 
effective, memorable online presence. Already have a 
site? GoDaddy offers hosting plans that will keep it 
fast, secure and online. GoDaddy's professional email 
helps you build a professional image, while our online 
marketing tools empower entrepreneurs to get online 
with an SEO-friendly website. GoDaddy is an all-in-one 
solution provider to get your idea online, backed with 
expert, personalized support from GoDaddy Guides.

greengeeks Call and speak to one of our hosting
specialists.
TOLL FREE:877-326-7483

Support & Billing Inquiries:
Open a Ticket Sales:
sales@greengeeks.com

www.greengeeks.com SSD Storage Arrays
Solid State RAID-10 Storage Arrays for fast page loads 
and maximum redundancy.

Best Speed Technologies
The latest in speed tech: LiteSpeed, LSCache, MariaDB, 
HTTP/2, PHP8 and free CDN.

Built-in Scalability
Easily scale computing resources when you need it. 
Seamlessly upgrade your hosting.

Advanced Security
We keep your websites secure with custom security 
rules & zero-day vulnerability fixes.

Stable Hosting Platform
Container technology, account isolation, pro-active 
monitoring and daily backups.

Expert 24/7 Support
Brilliant minds with years of experience available to 
assist you by chat, ticket or phone.
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gridpane we offer support through
tickets and our community
forum

www.gridpane.com Connect your own VPS and dedicated servers
Create enterprise-capable WordPress hosting servers, 
and host your websites on the best infrastructure in the 
world at direct cost.

Easily, create, manage and secure your websites
Use our extensive suite of tools to enhance your 
security, create staging sites, create backups,
and more.

Grow your recurring revenue
Hosting and care plans are one of the most profitable 
services you can offer for predictable and scalable 
monthly recurring revenue. GridPane offers all the tools 
you need to grow your business.

hostwinds Call Us (888) 404-1279www.hostwinds.com Web Hosting - Fast and Reliable web hosting for 
personal or business use. Everything you need to get 
your website online today!

VPS Hosting - Cloud Airplane Virtual Private Server 
Hosting provides you with a set amount of dedicated 
resources reserved for you and only you.

Cloud Servers - Moon Rocket Hostwinds Cloud Servers 
are completely customizable and come with an 
abundance of 1-click installation options.

Dedicated Servers
Pillar Servers Our dedicated solutions provide you with 
complete control and 100% isolation from other users.

hostgo.com Call 1-877-754-6784 
Support Page

www.portal.hostgo.com/ Easy to Use - Full control of your website is at your 
finger tips. With our industry leading control panel 
(cPanel) you’ve got access to all the tools you need to 
build and maintain your site.

Free Migration - If you are looking to switch from your 
current web hosting provider, moving to HostGo is 
simple and free. Let our technicians handle everything 
for you.

Exceptional Value - Many providers try to be the 
lowest price but what are you really getting for your 
money? Poor performance, slow page loads and 
non-responsive support when you need help. Don’t 
trust your web site with anyone other than HostGo!

Expert Support - Customer support is our #1 focus 
and we strive for nothing less than exceptional 
service. Our US based support is expertly trained and 
ready answer to any questions you may have 24 hours 
a day and 7 days a week.

No Contracts - We don’t require long term contracts to 
get a great price. You are only obligated to pay for the 
plan you choose and can cancel at any time without a 
hassle.

30 Day Guarantee - We stand by our quality hosting 
service by offering a full money-back guarantee. If you 
aren’t 100% satisfied with your service, you can cancel 
within 30 days and receive a full refund.
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inmotion Shared Hosting - Cost effective and fast for small 
businesses

VPS Hosting- For high traffic sites and larger 
businesses

Dedicated Hosting - For the largest sites and custom 
deployments

cPanel WordPress - WordPress Shared hosting with 
cPanel

Managed WordPress -  Scalable VPS platform with 
premium site tools

24/7/365 Customer Support

Safety and Security - Free SSL, premium malware and 
hack protection.

Fast and Reliable - Pro-grade power with more speed 
and 99.99% uptime.

jucra Tel: Schedule a sales call
Email: hello@jucra.com

https://www.jucra.com/ The market is literally saturated with people offering 
their design and marketing services. So what makes us 
different? What sets us apart from the rest of those 
offering the same service for quarter of the price? 
Below is a few good reasons to consider working
with us.

20+ years in the business
Our team are experienced, professional and completed 
thousands of projects over the years.

Finding solutions is our speciality
Clients continue to come to us becasue we offer 
solutions to their complex problems.

We are an established company
We are a legal and registered business in the European 
Union, with a long, positive track record.

interserver.net BILLING DEPARTMENT
billing@interserver.net

SALES TEAM
sales@interserver.net

https://www.interserver.net/ 30 DAY GUARANTEE - If you are not fully satisfied with 
our web hosting plans, we will issue a refund.

RENEWAL COST - While our competitors have high 
renewal rates, InterServer does not!

70% ARE MIGRATIONS - A majority of our customers 
have migrated from other hosts.

99.9% UPTIME - Industry-leading reliability of service 
and content delivery. We partner with Cloudflare and 
utilize its global network of caching data center.

ULTRA-FAST SPEEDS! - Your website will load faster 
than ever because our servers are never overloaded. 
The network is route optimized. We also run the latest 
server optimization and security technology.

24/7 SUPPORT - Our dedicated support team is 
available around the clock to help with any issues you 
may encounter. You can reach us by Phone, Live Chat, 
or Ticket System.
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www.inmotionhosting.com Chat: Chat with Sales
Email: sales@inmotionhost-
ing.com
Call: 757-416-6575 x1
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kinsta Kinsta is a Cloud Platform designed to help companies 
and dev teams ship and manage their web projects 
faster and more efficiently.  Deploy your projects on 
infrastructure built on Google Cloud Platform’s 
Premium Tier Network and C2 Machines. Choose 
between 35 data centers and an HTTP/3-enabled CDN 
with 275+ PoPs. Stay secure with isolated technology, 
two strong firewalls, and advanced Cloudflare-powered 
DDoS protection.  Get technical support from Kinsta’s 
team of engineers and developers in as little as 1 
minute and 27 seconds. No ticket system or tiered 
support. Only useful and in real-time replies.

krystaluk https://krystal.uk/ Whether it’s the blazing speed of our platform, the 
cutting-edge features we include for free or our 
award-winning in-house support team, you’ll find we do things 
a little differently here at Krystal. In fact, we’ve been doing 
things our own way for over 20 years. Join over 34,000 happy 
clients and discover the Krystal Difference for yourself.

Consulting
We can help you move to the cloud, switch providers, or 
change the setup of your infrastructure.

DevOps
We can come up with a new deployment strategy for ensuring 
that your code can move quickly from development, through 
staging and deployment.

Management
We ensure your hosting platform runs smoothly and reliably, 
so you’re free to get on with making your business a success.

knownhost.com LOCAL & INTERNATIONAL
+1(205) 690-1625

TOLL FREE (US & CANADA)
+1(866) 332-9894

EMAIL US
SALES
sales@knownhost.com
BILLING
billing@knownhost.com
TECHNICAL
support@knownhost.com

www.knownhost.com GREATEST VERIFIED UPTIME ON THE PLANET
As in 99.99% uptimes. Because, seriously, nothing else 
about your host or your site matters if your site is 
down. Period.

SERVICE BEYOND COMPARE
We know our customers and they know us. Helping our 
customers and keeping them happy is life or death for 
us. So we’ll do whatever it takes to fulfill our promise 
to them.

100% FULLY MANAGED SERVICES
We don’t give you a tutorial and tell you good luck. We 
help with everything: technical configuration, 
optimization, security procedures, backups, migrations 
and more. Because you’re not in the web hosting 
business. We are.

COMPETITIVE PRICING
We give you all the hosting options of the big hosting 
companies but we do it for less and our service leaves 
them in the dust. And you’ll never be surprised by 
hidden fees or charges. Ever.

FLEXIBILITY
We’ll make sure you get the right hosting package for 
your exact needs. And if your needs change along the 
way, no problem. You can upgrade or downgrade at any 
time.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We’ll move heaven and earth to make sure you’re 100% 
satisfied with our services and our support. We’re so 
confident you will be, we offer a 30-day, no-hassle 
money-back guarantee for our new customers
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https://kinsta.com/ contact@kinsta.com

Call Sales
+1 (888) 610-2915

Client Support Ticket
https://krystal.uk/client/sup-
port/new?currency=1
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lightdrive.com.au Blistering Performance
Powerful network driven by Intel CPU's and SSD drives

Hardcore Security
Comprehensive protection from Malware, DDOS and hackers

Hourly Backups
The ultimate disaster recovery if you need to save the day

Fully Managed
We look after your tech and update core, themes & plugins

SSL Certificates
Free SSL certificates to secure your sites

24/7 Support
We've got your back to help you when you need it most

mijn.host https://mijn.host/ my.host has been active in the world of web hosting for many 
years. We have 1 goal: to offer the best customer experience 
at a competitive rate. The reviews on many review websites 
show that this is possible, we now have many satisfied 
customers!

Competitive prices - Value for money counts. That is why 
mijn.host offers competitive prices, without compromising on 
quality. Where you often have to pay extra for extras with 
other providers, this is simply included in your package with 
mijn.host.

Transparent provider - Satisfied customers are very important 
to us. We would like to keep you satisfied, which is why we do 
not have any catches, but we try to be transparent in all 
communication.

Excellent support - Quick help from experts. Just contact us 
if you have any questions. Our employees are happy to 
answer you quickly, even during the weekend.

Hoge uptime - You want your website to be easily accessible 
and prevent downtime. We ensure this with our high uptime 
of 99.9%. We run the latest hardware in a redundant setup.

Completely independent - We are 100% independent and not 
part of a large party. We have no external shareholders who 
determine the course. This allows us to continue to focus on 
quality and to continue to innovate.

Latest techniques - We always use the latest techniques. 
Techniques such as IPv6, DNSSEC, DANE and LiteSpeed are a 
matter of course for us. We also keep improving our platform 
for the best experience.
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www.lightdrive.com.au support@lightdrive.com.au
(02) 9160 7455

liquidweb Fully Managed Hosting
More than just servers, we keep your hosting secure and 
updated.

Industry's Best Support
Red Hat Linux, Windows and other certified administrators are 
here to help 24/7/365.

White-Glove Migrations
An entire team dedicated to help migrate from your current host.

Global Data Centers
SSAE 16-compliant data centers with Level 3 technicians 
on-site.

About Us
Focused on SMBs and their designers, developers and agencies.

Our Liquid Web Brands
Devoted to web and cloud professionals like you.

www.liquidweb.com  Phone 800.580.4985

Contact chat/ticket Page: 
https://mijn.host/contact/
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mshini Made in South Africa - Local means faster and more 
cost effective. No more international latency and no 
more fluctuating exchange rates. 

Locally Hosted -  Local hosting means reduced latency 
and quicker response times for visitors to your site.

Optimised Servers - Our technologically advanced 
software stack delivers superior WordPress 
performance.

Server Side Caching - No need for caching plugins 
with hundreds of settings. Your site will load really, 
really fast!

Daily Backups - Scheduled and on-demand backups of 
your content are stored in secure off-site vaults.

Staging Site - Clone your live site to a staging site 
with 1-click to test plugins, themes and custom code.

Highly Secure - Daily malware scans secure your 
website and give you an edge over spam and hackers.

Free Let's Encrypt SSL - Install a free Let’s Encrypt 
SSL certificate for your website with 1-click in your 
control panel.

Expert Support - Our friendly South African WordPress 
experts will help resolve any hosting issues.

Automatic Updates - Choose to have your WordPress 
core files, plugins and themes automatically updated.

Vulnerability Scanning - We scan your WordPress core 
files, plugins and themes for known vulnerabilities.

Free site migrations to a Mshini staging environment 
without impacting your live site.

Emergency Rollback - Restore your live site from the 
most recent backup with 1-click in your customer 
control panel

nexcess https://www.nexcess.net/ Migrate your website at no cost - Transfer your site to 
Nexcess seamlessly. Free, start-to-finish migrations by 
dedicated experts.

The expertise you deserve, available 24/7/365 - Need 
help? Have a question? Deep platform knowledge and 
support are just a click or call away.

Your site runs on a secure global cloud - Choose from 
ten data centers to host your site in the cloud. All of 
our environments meet PCI and SSAE-18 requirements.

You’re part of something bigger - Learn how Nexcess, 
StellarWP, Liquid Web, and Modern Tribe work together 
to power the online potential of businesses worldwide.

A trusted provider for online businesses - See why 
500,000+ trust Nexcess to keep their sites fast, secure, 
scalable, and fully supported
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https://mshini.com/ Email: hello@mshini.com

Business Hours: 9AM to 9PM 
SAST

Address: Mshini Holdings 
(Pty) Ltd
Nomadic, The West Peak
13 Lourensford Road
Somerset West, 7130
Cape Town, South Africa

Americas - +1-866-639-2377
Australia - +1-800-765-472
United Kingdom- +0-808-196-5715
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page.ly Powered by Amazon AWS - The leading edge 
capabilities of the AWS Cloud, combined with the 
expertise of our team of engineers, create true 
High-Availability WordPress hosting solution with 
unparalleled reliability and speed.

Powerful WordPress VPS - Featuring developer friendly 
tools, shell access, and git integration, our WordPress 
VPS plans deliver. Power-users & Developers rest easy 
knowing their instance is mirrored across Amazon 
availability zones for quick recovery and amazing front 
AND back-end performance.

Load Balanced Clusters -  From a pair of nodes to a 
cluster of 10+ machines, we provide the same 
fully-managed WordPress experience across a robust 
and scalable stack. Sustain massive traffic without 
sacrificing performance and enjoy the developer 
flexibility not offered by other solutions.

13 Global Data Centers -  We primarily use Amazon’s 
U.S. East data center, which is located in Northern 
Virginia. However, VPS or Enterprise WordPress 
customers may request to be placed in any of 13 
Amazon data centers. So no matter where your 
customers are, you can be located close to them.

pressable https://pressable.com/ With industry-leading performance, 24/7 expert 
support, a 100% uptime guarantee, and seamless 
integrations with WooCommerce and Jetpack, 
Pressable provides the tools you need to manage your 
WordPress websites and grow your business all in one 
place.

With Pressable, your clients’ websites live on 
Automattic’s WP Cloud, the only cloud platform built 
exclusively for optimized WordPress site speed, 
uptime, security, and scalability.

Plus, our web application firewall, free global CDN, 
automatic failover, and WordPress daily backups come 
with all plans!
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Questions To Ask

https://pagely.com/ Support Page / Ticket : 
https://pagely.com/support/

Chat with sales
1 (888) 602-6756
sales@pressable.com

presslabs https://pressable.com/ Presslabs is the high-performance hosting 
infrastructure that focuses on speed and security.

Presslabs brings you an integrated performance 
management platform that helps you correlate 
impacting events with performance changes and 
identify the culprits of low performance. 
Straightforward, easy to use and non-impacting.

In the Presslabs dashboard, you can find real-time 
updated key indicators for your site performance which 
are benchmarked against optimal values.

SALES: +1 844 773 7752
09:00 - 23:00 EET
07:00am - 9:00pm GMT
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raidboxes Raidboxes emerged from a web agency a few years ago. 
Thanks to this experience, we know what you need to make 
your business even more successful - freedom. Our daily 
mission as a WordPress hoster is therefore to have your 
back and make your WordPress hosting and the 
management of your projects as easy as possible.

Top performance - Time is money - especially when it 
comes to conversion optimization. The faster your website 
loads, the better the user experience, the conversion rate 
and your SEO ranking. Our data shows: After a move to 
Raidboxes, websites run up to 4x faster - without additional 
optimization measures.

Factory security - Less is more – this also applies to 
WordPress plugins. Because the more third-party plugins, 
the larger the attack surface on your website. That's why 
functions such as caching, daily backups and updates are 
already integrated on the server side. You can also activate 
SSL and other security features with just one click.

Rapid development -  Our dashboard saves you hours of 
work a month building and managing your websites. Test 
updates and new website designs risk-free in staging, clone 
new projects from backups or save them as templates for 
later. You transfer finished customer pages with just a few 
clicks and remain the admin.

Green WordPress Hosting - Our WordPress hosting is 
climate positive. How it works? For every new website we 
host, we plant a tree together with Eden Reforestation 
Projects. We use 100% green electricity in our data centers 
and offices. We also support organizations such as 
Atmosfair and Greenspark.

Personal support - Our support team is there for you every 
day from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. in live chat or by e-mail - even on 
weekends and public holidays. Our aim is to help you with 
any questions within a few minutes. We are all the more 
pleased about the many positive reviews from our 
customers on Trusted Shops.

Free move - Would you like to put our WordPress hosting 
through its paces? No problem! If you wish to move , we will 
move a copy of your website for you within two working 
days. Migration to our servers is free, secure and 
non-binding. Your live website stays online the whole time!

https://raidboxes.io/ you can reach us in live chat 
daily from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. – 
including weekends and public 
holidays. 

Contact Page :
https://raidboxes.io/company/-
contact/
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savvii https://www.savvii.com/en/ Continuous performance - Together we work on providing 
solutions that allow websites, e-commerce stores and 
applications to perform even better every day. We do this 
on our platform which we continuously tune to improve 
performance, and security and ensure high continuity.

Together we drive progress - The world is constantly 
changing. New technologies bring new challenges. We help 
you move forward in this world. Combining new technology 
with knowledge results in something we can trust and 
something you can trust in. Together we drive progress.

Many specialisms in one place - Our clients are asking for 
more hosting support and more hosting expertise. We 
brought many specialisations for various platforms 
together under one roof: Savvii. A driven team of 
specialists with knowledge and years of experience. The 
best solution for every platform.

At Savvii we believe that everyone, regardless of which 
platform, deserves the best hosting solution. We 
specialise in the flavours WordPress, Magento and 
Shopware. But we do not commit to one platform alone. 

Email: info@savvii.com
Phone: 024 820 0000
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scalahosting Forget hosting complexities with a VPS fully managed 
24/7/365 by experts

Our virtual personal servers are truly fully managed. We 
entirely set up, maintain, and optimize your managed VPS, 
and we fix any issues that may arise, keeping all the 
management hands-off for you. Unlike other providers, we 
even handle the advanced stuff – without any extra fees.

Expert-Managed Migration - Our migration experts will 
handle the entire process of transferring your websites and 
accounts to your new ScalaHosting VPS and will stop at 
nothing to ensure that the transition is as smooth as 
possible.

Migrate as many websites as you need for free - We will 
migrate as many websites as you want, completely free of 
charge.

Fast and Painless - Our streamlined website migration 
process promises no downtime or hassle on your end.

Technical Assurance - With us, the entire migration process 
is completed by humans and never by automated software. 
Once the transfer is complete, we’ll also ensure that 
everything works properly on your new VPS.

Manage Your Website Like a Pro - Clone, stage, back up, 
restore, and control your website easily.

One-Click Installer - Install over 250 apps with a single 
click.

Go Live in Minutes - Get a fully optimized server running in 
five minutes.

Scale on Demand - Upgrade and downgrade resources with 
single a click.

www.scalahosting.com Available: Monday to Friday
2:30 AM to 5 PM (GMT -6, CDT)

Pre-Sales phone: 
+1 469-217-6967

Pre-Sales email :
sales@scalahosting.com
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seravo https://seravo.com/en/ Seravo is the only hosting service that also offers 
WordPress upkeep and monitors your site 24/7. Our 
features are made for developers, designers and users.

Fast - Industry-leading Speed & Scalable WordPress. We’ve 
built our service from the ground up with the purpose to 
provide the ultimate WordPress hosting experience.

Secure - With Unique Seravo Updates & a Security 
Guarantee we do not make compromises in security. All of 
our plans include regular updates for WordPress, plugins, 
and themes.

Real - Monitoring and Fast Support by Experts. Behind the 
optimized server environment to make your website fast 
and secure, there is also power of the real hands-on care.

Seravo Oy
Kauppakatu 3 A 4
33200 Tampere, Finland

Phone: +358447770020

Email: help@seravo.com

servebolt https://servebolt.com/ Servebolt is next level high performance managed 
hosting with a strong focus on scalability and security.

Migrate to Servebolt, or just try it for free, and 
experience loading speeds you have never seen before.  

100% managed hosting
Extremely fast & lightweight
Experts on support
Free migrations
Powerful features

Email: coffee@servebolt.com

Contact Support Page: 
https://servebolt.com/con-
tact/
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veerohtech Professional 24x7x365 Support - All of our Managed 
WordPress plans come with professional 24x7x365 support.
 
Free Migration Service - Whether it's WordPress, Drupal, 
Joomla or just CSS, HTML and PHP, we can migrate it. Once 
you’ve signed up for Managed WordPress hosting, simply 
open a migration ticket with us and we’ll walk you through 
the process. No fees, no tricks. We’re happy you’re here and 
want to help make your transition seamless.

100% Flash SSD Storage

CloudLinux OS is specifically designed for hosting 
providers. It creates an environment that performs more 
like your own virtual server rather than the typical 
WordPress hosting you find with many other providers. 
CloudLinux protects your account inside of a “Lightweight 
Virtualized Environment” (LVE). This LVE partitions, 
allocates, and guarantees dedicated server resources ( 
memory, CPU, disk IO, etc), for your websites.

LiteSpeed Web ServerCMS's like WordPress, Drupal 
and Joomla.

Daily Account-wide Backups
Some web hosting providers charge for backups. We 
provide 30 days of backups for all Shared, Reseller and 
WordPress hosting, to include sub-cPanel accounts, free of 
charge. 

CloudFlare is a CDN (content delivery network) that creates 
a proxy between your visitors and your web servers. This 
enables improved website performance and security with 
intelligent caching closest to your visitors, protection 
against denial-of-service attacks, abusive bots and more. 
VeeroTech is a CloudFlare Optimised Partner. This allows 
us to offer Railgun (a $200/mo. value). CloudFlare Railgun 
proxies dynamic content while allowing changes to the 
website to appear instantly.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

SpamExperts SPAM Filtering
Malware, phishing attacks and other exploits predominantly 
come through email, opening you and your business up to 
enormous risk. Protect your domain with a free 
SpamExperts SPAM filtering account for one domain. Stop 
SPAM before it reaches your inbox!

Free Let's Encrypt Certificates

100% FREE SSL Certificates with just a few clicks!
All Shared Hosting plans give you access to SSH, FTP, 
WP-cli, and the latest versions of PHP. We guarantee a 
99.9% or better service uptime on our services or we'll
pay you!

www.veerotech.net Open a ticket:
https://manage.veerotech.net/-
submitticket.php?step=2&dep-
tid=2
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vultr https://www.vultr.com/ Instantly deploy High Performance Cloud Servers, Cloud 
GPUs, Bare Metal, and Cloud Storage worldwide.

One-Click Deploy - As soon as you click deploy, the Vultr 
cloud orchestration takes over and spins up your instance 
in your desired datacenters - typically within 60 seconds.

Powerful API - Bring automation to the forefront of your 
business using Vultr's API. Any action that you can 
perform on Vultr can be automated into your systems.

Easy management - The Vultr control panel makes server 
management simple and intuitive. Common tasks such as 
a ordering servers, managing backups, and adjusting 
access control are only a few clicks away.

Support Ticket Page : 
https://www.vultr.com/compa-
ny/contact/

Location : 319 Clematis 
Street - Suite 900 West Palm 
Beach, FL 33401
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Wordify Wordify is a Managed WordPress Hosting Provider utilizing 
AWS and Google Cloud Servers located in the US, UK, 
Germany and Australia. We believe in being simple to use 
with great support that’s guaranteed by our Support SLA.

Infrastructure - Our customized WordPress stack on AWS 
and Google Cloud servers provides the fastest and most 
reliable platform possible.

Security - Security isn’t an optional extra. All our plans 
come with Protect AI, our WordPress full security suite 
which includes WAF, Antivirus + Malware scanning and 
more.

WP Management - The Wordify DashBoard provides 
powerful tools to manage your WordPress site quickly and 
easily.

Workflow Tools - WordPress developers love our workflow 
productivity tools like staging and templates which get 
them up and running fast.

Support - Customers love our support team. You’ll meet 
them when they migrate your site for free. In fact our 
support is so good we guarantee it.

Collaboration - Wordify’s collaboration suite Teams allows 
agencies, freelancers and site owners to work together in 
real time to get more done.

Use the form : 
https://wordify.com/con-
tact-us/
or 
email us support@wordify.com
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wordkeeper.com https://wordkeeper.com/ WHAT YOU NEVER HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT

Overcrowd Our Servers - $5 a month for hosting sounds 
great, right?! Sure! Until you realize that those companies 
overcrowd their servers, and under-support their 
customers.

Turn People Away Because of WP Questions - WordPress 
hosting is what we do, so we know that you probably have 
some questions about how to make the most of your site.

Play the Tech Support Blame Game - Nobody likes 
getting bounced around from support person to support 
person. That’s why we’ve built a support staff that 
specializes in problem-solving.

Scripted Solutions - Whenever you talk to a WordKeeper 
staff member, you’ve got a direct line to the best of the 
best in WordPress support.

Wasted Time -Our focus at WordKeeper is to keep tech 
issues and tasks out of the hands of our customers.

Plugin and Vendor Hell -Other hosting companies provide 
just that – hosting. But we know that having a successful 
website needs security, speed, stability, and support on 
top of stable hosting.

Sales
(833) 585-2500
sales@wordkeeper.com
Support
(833) 585-2520
support@wordkeeper.com
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wpcloud.ca https://wpcloud.ca/ MAILING ADDRESS:
WPCloud Inc.41 John Street, 
Unit #10Port Hope, OntarioL1A 
2Z3
EMAIL:support@wpcloud.ca
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https://wpcloud.ca/

100% CANADIAN OWNED, BASED & OPERATED – FULLY 
MANAGED & SECURED WORDPRESS HOSTING

MANAGED WORDPRESS:  We keep your WordPress site secure 
& updated with our hands-on WordPress core updates, plugin 
updates, proactive security & optimization improvements. 

EXPERT WORDPRESS SUPPORT: The WPCloud team consists 
of WordPress Developers, SysAdmins & Security Experts. This 
combination allows us to offer you amazing support that is 
100% WordPress focused!

CACHE & FAST: Speed is important, your website visitors 
expect it, Google rewards you for it & we keep improving it! 
NVMe LiteSpeed servers are set up to provide our 
industry-leading server-side caching to all of our clients.

WE GROW WITH YOU! Our clusters are true cloud WordPress 
servers, located in Montreal, Toronto & Vancouver. We offer 
auto-scaling resources based on your site traffic. With our 
99.9% uptime guarantee.

THEME & PLUGIN SUPPORT: As part of our WordPress 
support, we can pass along our years of experience. If you 
have questions on how or what to use, we are happy to help. 
We offer an email based help desk & knowledge base.

MULTIPLE CANADIAN WORDPRESS SERVER LOCATIONS

STAGING SITES: Our WordPress staging site system allows 
you to easily create a test staging site. No more worries about 
making changes to your live site! We also offer an isolated 
sandbox/playground environment for all your development 
needs.

MULTIPLE BACKUPS: Real accessible automatic backups, run 
daily, stored off-site. You also have access to our real-time 
snapshot system. You own your data, we just take care of it 
for you! All of your data is available in a format that can be 
easily migrated to another web host, you are never locked in 
by any proprietary file system.

HACK PROTECTION & CLEANUP: We do everything in our 
power to prevent your site from getting hacked. This includes 
real-time scanning, monitoring & security updates. But, if your 
site gets hacked, then our security team will fix it, right away, 
at no extra cost. You are truly protected!

IP ANYCAST DNS: Managed DNS – IP Anycast, geographically 
distributed DNS networks, powered by Constellix. Engineered 
for industry-leading speed & reliability. Upon request, our 
GeoDNS system allows you to block specific Countries to 
reduce unwanted or malicious traffic.

Our CDN: allows you to expand our network to 33 Data Centers 
– 5 Continents – 24 Countries! This gets your content close to 
your visitors & helps reduce loading time on our HTTP/2, SSD 
based 100% uptime CDN network. Designed for lightning 
speed.

ULTRA FAST IMAGE OPTIMIZATION -We optimize your images 
and accelerate your websites. Our server side image 
optimization can cut images sizes nearly in half on average, 
all without compromising image quality.

FREE MIGRATIONS - Want to join WPCloud.ca? Well then let 
our migration experts move your WordPress sites over to 
WPCloud, no extra charge, we make it easy to get started, no 
downtime or interruption to your clients or site visitors.

CANADIAN PRIVACY & DATA STORAGE: 100% Canadian owned 
& operated. All of our servers, data centers, and bandwidth are 
100% Canadian owned & operated ensuring compliance with 
Canadian privacy regulations and corporate governance. Your 
data is stored on our Canadian based network, no more 
concerns about data localization & data residency.



wpengine https://wpengine.com/ WP Engine
504 Lavaca Street, Suite 1000
Austin, TX 78701
Sales
1-877-973-6446
sales@wpengine.com
24 Hours
Billing
billing@wpengine.com
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Our platform is inspired by the small businesses, creative 
agencies, and global enterprises who trust us to keep their 
most important assets—their brand, their website, their 
business—safe, performant, and built for growth.

The Best Web Hosting Service for 2021

Hosting solutions for: businesses of all sizes , Small 
Businesses , Creative Agencies , Enterprise Brands

Design and WordPress developer tools: Premium Themes , 
Genesis Framework, Local Development

WordPress CMS and open source flexibility: Tech 
Partners, Recommended Plugins, Platform Cloud 
Technology

Site speed, security and management: Fast WordPress 
Hosting, Secure WordPress Hosting, Managed WordPress 
Hosting

wpmudev https://wpmudev.com/ Phone
+1 (888) 963-9528

Stress tested against the best To ensure we’re meeting 
(and exceeding) industry standards, our in-house experts 
are constantly testing our performance against the best in 
the business. “Non-biased, results-based, research-driven 
comparisons.” That’s what we set out to deliver. We hope 
you get some valuable insights from this honest take on 
how WPMU DEV Hosting compares with the rest.

Fully dedicated, lightning fast: Dedicated and 
fully-optimized for WordPress, we guarantee you won’t find 
better value for performance. Nothing shared, no 
interruptions.

Intelligent and robust protection: Rest easy with safe, 
secure, and automated protection. Our range of security 
tools will ensure your sites are equipped to prevent 
attacks, and defend against them when needed.

All-in-one hosting interface: Move over cPanel, manage 
every aspect of your hosting (files, database, emails, DNS, 
SSH/SFTP, and more) from one sleek hosting interface.

Disaster-proof backups

Free email accounts: Offer your clients 10 professional 
and free hosted email accounts. Easily connect to your 
favorite email providers or use unlimited email forwarders.

Above and beyond hosting tools:  Take your hosting to the 
next level with cloning/templates, easy file management, 
smart site analytics, and more.

wpx.net https://wpx.net/ email us via support@wpx.net

K Media Tech (owner of WPX) 
BG 202249002
#13, 20th April Street
Sofia 1000
Bulgaria

WPX believes in people and businesses trying to help 
solve problems. Both internally within our team & for our 
customers. Оur high-speed hosting service is designed to 
give people like you the freedom to do what is important 
to them - whether their purpose is to bring about a big 
change in the world or to achieve a small change in their 
personal life. For those who have a dream and act upon it 
to make it a reality. And their website is a key tool to get 
them there. We call these people Change Seekers.
83% of migrated sites are faster instantly
99% of chat requests are answered in less than 30 sec
99% of sites see speed improvement after WPX 
optimization
90% of client issues are resolved on chat without 
escalation


